IN CELEBRATION OF INTERNATIONAL WASTE PICKERS DAY, MARCH 1

Photo and illustration contest

Submit one photo or illustration that expresses how being a canner/binner/valoriste helps you, or helps others

This project will highlight the value of informal waste workers and support them to secure more decent work opportunities

Prize $200 each for two winners in each city

Submission deadline: March 31, 2021

Instructions for submission

Submit the following: Your illustration or photo; title of submission; your name; your contact information (phone, email and/or location) and one sentence about how your image illustrates waste picking helping you or others

RELEASE OF INFORMATION: Participating in this contest gives us permission to use your submission in the media. Please do not submit photos of people who have not given you permission to use it. We will do our best to contact you prior to publication, but we want this contest to be as low-barrier as possible and recognize that some people may be difficult to contact. Thank you for your understanding.